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NOTICE OF MOTION  

TO THIS HONORABLE COURT AND THE PARTIES’ COUNSEL OF RECORD: 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on November 6, 2014, at 2:00 p.m., or as soon as this matter 

may be heard in the courtroom of The Honorable Troy L. Nunley, United States District Judge, at 

the United States Courthouse, 501 I Street, Sacramento, California 95814, the County of Amador, 

California, plaintiff, will bring to hearing the motion for summary judgment, set forth below, based 

on the specified materials and arguments. 

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

The County of Amador, plaintiff herein (“County”), through its undersigned counsel of 

record, under Fed. R. Civ. P. 56 and Local Rule (E.D. Cal.) 260, hereby moves for summary 

judgment on the claims set forth in the Complaint in this action. 

The motion will be based upon this notice, the attached memorandum of points and 

authorities, the administrative record and supplemental administrative record on file herein, the 

request for judicial notice filed herewith, the reply papers to be filed, oral argument, and the 

pleadings and records in this action.  Pursuant to this Court’s January 24, 2014, amended pretrial 

scheduling order, no separate statement of material facts is submitted herewith. 

      Respectfully submitted, 

Dated:  May 1, 2014    NIELSEN MERKSAMER 
             PARRINELLO GROSS & LEONI LLP 
      By: /s/ Christopher E. Skinnell   
       James R. Parrinello 
       Cathy A. Christian 
       Christopher E. Skinnell 

 Attorneys for Plaintiff  
 AMADOR COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS & AUTHORITIES 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

By this action, Amador County, California, seeks to challenge an unlawful and results-

oriented determination of the Department of Interior, which—if given effect—would permit the 

Ione Band of Miwok Indians, intervener herein (“Ione Band” or “Band”), to establish large-scale, 

Las Vegas style casino operations in the County.  That determination is internally inconsistent, and 

contrary to the underlying administrative record.  But most egregiously, it is directly contrary to an 

April 1992 ruling of this very Court, which held that the Ione Band was not then, and had never 

been, a federally-recognized Indian tribe, and that the only way for it to become recognized was to 

file an application for acknowledgment under the Department’s regulations governing such 

determinations.  In that prior lawsuit (to which the County was a party), the Ione Band sued the 

Department alleging it was a federally recognized tribe. The Department vigorously opposed the 

lawsuit arguing the Ione Band was not, and had never been, federally recognized.  This Court’s 

ruling sustained the Department’s position—a position now the Department seeks to 

opportunistically disavow. The Department’s decision challenged herein is arbitrary, capricious, an 

abuse of discretion, contrary to law, and is precluded by the doctrines of judicial and collateral 

estoppel. 

Amador County is a small, rural county to the southeast of Sacramento, with a total 

population of less than 39,000 persons, and with limited road and related infrastructure and public 

services.  (AR005425.)  There is already one large, Las Vegas-style Indian casino and hotel 

complex in the County at the Jackson Rancheria; it imposes a substantial drain on County 

resources, and the traffic it generates  on narrow local roads creates serious public safety problems 

and traffic delays.  (Id.)  A second tribe—the Buena Vista Rancheria—has also obtained permission 

from the federal government to open a casino in the County. (Id.)  The addition of yet a third new 

casino would overwhelm the County with demands for public safety and other services for which 

there is no money to pay, clog County roadways by generating far more traffic than they can handle, 
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and create environmental harm to air and water quality, among other adverse impacts.  (Id.)1

In the pursuit of its goal of bringing yet another casino to Amador County, the Band applied 

to the Secretary of Interior (“Secretary”)

  

Recognizing these adverse impacts, more than 80% of the County’s registered voters recently voted 

to oppose any new casino in the County.  (Id.) 

2 in 2005 to have certain lands in the County known as the 

Plymouth Parcels3

However, merely having lands taken into trust on its behalf is not enough to enable the Ione 

Band to conduct gaming on the Plymouth Parcels.  To prevent the opportunistic siting of casinos in 

unforeseen (and profitable) locales near population centers, the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, 25 

U.S.C. §§ 2701-2721 (“IGRA”), prohibits gaming on Indian lands acquired by the United States in 

trust for an Indian tribe after October 17, 1988, unless one of several exceptions applies.  25 U.S.C. 

§ 2719(a).  Since the Plymouth Parcels would be acquired by the United States in trust for the Ione 

Band after that date, gaming is prohibited unless one of the IGRA exceptions applies. 

 taken into trust on the Band’s behalf pursuant to the Secretary’s authority under 

Section 5 of the Indian Reorganization Act (“IRA”), 25 U.S.C. § 465.  (AR002751-3482.) 

One such exception permits Indian gaming on lands acquired after 1988 if the Band 

complies with a two-part administrative process (the “two-part test”).  This process requires that 

both the Secretary and the Governor of California conclude that gaming would be “in the best 

interest of the Indian tribe and its members” and would “not be detrimental” to the surrounding 

community.  25 U.S.C. § 2719(a) and (b)(1)(A) (emphasis added).  By imposing these 

requirements, IGRA protects local interests like those of Amador County, which as a small rural 

                                                                 
1 The Traffic Study that is attached to the Final Environmental Impact Study estimates that 

the proposed casino project will generate an additional 15,000 car trips on County roads, just on 
Fridays and Saturdays.  (AR017088.)  The County believes even this number may understate the 
true impact.  (See AR008376, AR008523-26.) 

2 The Secretary of Interior heads the Department of Interior (“Department”) herein, which is 
the executive department responsible for the federal government’s dealings with Indian tribes.  
Within the Department is housed the Bureau of Indian Affairs (“Bureau”). 

3  The Plymouth Parcels consist of several parcels of land totaling 228 acres and located 
both within the City of Plymouth, Amador County, and in the unincorporated area of Amador 
County.  These parcels are not owned or occupied by by the Ione Band.  (See Answer of Ione Band 
[Dkt. #59], p. 4, ¶ 17, sentence 1; See Answer of Federal Def’s [Dkt. #46], p. 4, ¶ 17, sentence 1.)  
Private investors have acquired options to purchase the Plymouth Parcels and transfer title to the 
Band to facilitate a casino operation, from which the investors would profit.  (AR005429.) 
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county will be drastically and adversely affected by additional large-scale authorized gambling 

operations, by requiring the Secretary to “consult with the Indian tribe and appropriate State and 

local officials, including officials of other nearby Indian tribes.”  25 U.S.C. § 2719(b)(1)(A).  This 

“two-part test,” designed to give affected local interests a role in the process for authorizing 

additional gaming, is the exception that must, as a matter of law, be satisfied before the Plymouth 

Parcels may be used for Indian gaming operations.  

The Ione Band, however, refused to seek to satisfy the requirements of the two-part test.  

Instead, it has sought to invoke another exception which permits gaming on lands that are taken 

into trust after October 17, 1988, as part of the “restoration of lands for an Indian tribe that is 

restored to Federal recognition.”  25 U.S.C. § 2719(b)(1)(B)(iii).   To this end the Band also filed a 

Request for an Indian Lands Determination (“ILD Request”), asserting that the Plymouth Parcels 

should be deemed “restored lands” in connection with its Fee to Trust Application for the same 

parcels.  (AR001401-2532.)  Were it applicable, as the County does not believe it is, this “restored 

lands of a restored tribe” exception would permit gaming on the Plymouth Parcels without 

requiring the Band to satisfy—or affording Amador County and its residents the protections of—

the two-part test.  

This action challenges the Record of Decision (hereafter “ROD”), issued on May 24, 2012, 

by Donald E. Laverdure, Acting Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs, that, among other things: 

• determined to take the “Plymouth Parcels” into trust on behalf of the Band; and 

• determined that the Plymouth Parcels qualify as “restored lands of a restored tribe” 

on which the Ione Band may conduct gaming under IGRA, without proceeding 

through the two-part test. 

(AR010100-12.)  Both decisions are abuses of discretion, arbitrary, capricious and contrary to law.  

First, the Secretary of Interior lacks authority to take land into trust on behalf of any tribe 

that was not “under federal jurisdiction” in June 1934, when the Indian Reorganization Act was 

enacted by Congress and signed into law by President Roosevelt.  Carcieri v. Salazar, 555 U.S. 

379, 129 S. Ct. 1058, 172 L. Ed. 2d 791 (2009).  Though the ROD takes the position that the Ione 

Band was a “tribe” that was “under federal jurisdiction” on that date, that determination is not 
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supported by the administrative record and is contrary to a recent Supreme Court decision.  

Furthermore, the Department has itself repeatedly taken a diametrically opposite position 

concerning the Ione Band, including asserting in prior litigation before this Court that the Ione 

Band was not and never had been federally recognized.  See Ione Band of Miwok Indians, et al. v. 

Burris, et al., No. S-90-0993-LKK/EM (E.D. Cal.); AR000691-767, SAR20814-929.4

Second, the ROD’s determination that the Plymouth Parcels qualify as Indian lands eligible 

for gaming, under IGRA’s “restored lands for a restored tribe” exception, is likewise unsupported 

by the record or applicable case law.  First of all, the Secretary of Interior has expressly recognized, 

in adopting regulations in 2008 to govern the process of taking land into trust for gaming purposes, 

that Congress did not intend for tribes to be able to take advantage of the “restored lands” exception 

when those “tribes” were informally recognized outside the formal acknowledgement regulations.  

The ROD’s attempt to grandfather in a 2006 determination that the Ione Band may nevertheless 

take advantage of that exception is arbitrary and capricious.  Second, even if the Ione Band was 

under federal jurisdiction in 1934 (and it was not), the Band still does not qualify for the “restored 

lands of a restored tribe” exception because (1) it was never terminated, and (2) it was never 

lawfully restored.  And again, the ROD’s position is diametrically opposed to the positions taken by 

the Department on numerous  occasions in the past. 

 

II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND.  

There is no dispute that Amador County was home to a number of Indians in the early part 

of the 20th Century.  Between 1905 and 1915, the Bureau of Indian Affairs compiled two census 

lists of landless, non-reservation Indian individuals in the area surrounding the City of Ione—the 

first by Special Indian Agent C.E. Kelsey, and the second by his successor, John Terrell. 

(AR000073, AR003774-77.)  The 1915 Terrell list identified a “band” of 101 Indians scattered at 

various locations around Ione and its vicinity, including on the Jackson Rancheria and “At Richey” 

(which later became the Buena Vista Rancheria). (AR000073, AR000886, AR003543.)   

                                                                 
4 Though the Federal Defendants have numbered the pages of the supplemental record by 

continuing the “AR” format from the original record, for the convenience of the Court, Plaintiff’s 
citations to the supplemental record will preface page numbers with “SAR.” 
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As reflected in both a genealogical analysis of the Terrell Census list submitted by the Ione 

Band itself (AR004082-4109), and additional ethnohistorical evidence submitted by the County, 

the Indians on the Terrell list represent a widely disparate genealogical and linguistic mix, rather 

than a single, unified grouping.  The individuals identified on these lists as residing in and around 

Amador County represent both Miwok and non-Miwok (Maidu/ Nisenan) linguistic and 

geneaological groups.  (AR008394-95.)  The Miwok and Nisenan languages are unrelated and 

belong to entirely separate language families.  (Id.)  The linguistic differences are so vast that 

speakers of one would have been unable to communicate with speakers of the other.  (Id.)  

Members of the modern-day Ione Band claim to be descendants of two different ethnic and 

linguistic groups, namely the Miwok and the Nisenan, that may have resided in or around Amador 

County at some time in the last century.  (AR008402-03.) 

A. The Federal Government’s Unsuccessful Effort To Purchase a 40-Acre Tract of 
Land In The Area Near The City Of Ione, Pursuant To Congressional 
Appropriations For “Landless” California Indians (1916-1930). 

In the early part of the 20th Century, recognizing the plight of Indians in California, 

Congress established a land purchase program to enable the Bureau of Indian Affairs to purchase 

tracts of land throughout the State, upon which “landless Indians” could be settled.  (AR000001-23, 

AR000499-500.)  Hazel E. Elbert, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Interior – Indian Affairs (Tribal 

Services), explained this program to Senator Alan Cranston in 1990 thus: 
The California land purchase program was aimed at buying acreage for miscellaneous, 
landless Indians, whether or not they then existed as part of a tribal entity or had previously 
been federally recognized. The purchase of land for these Indians did not, in and of itself, 
prove or establish the existence of a government-to-government relationship between an 
Indian tribe and the United States. 

(AR000645.) 

Beginning in about 1915, Special Agent Terrell determined to use funds allocated by 

Congress for “landless Indians” to purchase a 40-acre tract of land near the City of Ione, inhabited 

by several of the local Indians but owned by Ione Iron & Coal Company (later sold to the Union 

Land & Cattle Company).  In part, this decision was motivated by a desire to keep landless Indians 

from being evicted from a site which they did not own, but where they had built homes and lives; 
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but these early efforts also appear to have been related to the inadequacies of the land comprising 

the nearby Jackson Rancheria.  As detailed in a 1920 report, by Sacramento Agency Superintendent 

O.H. Lipps: 

Indians who live away from the “Reservation” as they call the tract [i.e., the Jackson 
Rancheria], say that they do not care to go there, giving as their reason that it is too far from 
work and that they prefer very much to stay where they are close to work.  They further say 
that they can get no assistance from the Government in the way of food or clothing for their 
old people and dependents, and that they are better off where they can get some little work 
and outside aid.  [¶] The Indian population is scattered over the County and the majority are 
of mixed blood. [¶] . . . There are 3 small groups in the vicinity of Ione who are squatters on 
different ranches.  [¶] The Ione group consists of 5 families – 19 people; —Buena Vista, 2 
families – 5 people; Jackson Valley, 7 families 27 people. 

(AR003839-40.)   

Because it was unable to obtain clear title to the 40-acre tract of land near the City of Ione 

(the “Arroyo Seco property”), the federal government ultimately abandoned its efforts to acquire 

the land.  (AR000506.)  Instead—as related in a tribal history prepared by tribal member Glen Villa 

in 1996, and submitted to the Department by the Band in support of its fee-to-trust application—

“Buena Vista Rancheria, a 70 acre parcel of land 4 miles south of Ione, was purchased for the Ione 

Band.  Some of the people identified on the 1915 census already lived at this site which was an old 

Indian village called Upusuni.” (AR003972.)  That acquisition took place in 1928.  (AR000900.)  

In the early part of the 1930s, further desultory attempts at obtaining land for Indians near the City 

of Ione were made, but it is not clear that this was the same property.  (Compare AR000146 [1916 

plat map] with AR000498 [1930 map of 160-acre property for proposed “Ione Project” near Preston 

School of Industry].) 

In a 1991, declaration, submitted to this Court on behalf of the United States,5

                                                                 
5 The litigation in which that declaration was made is discussed below. 

 Harold 

Burris detailed the relationship between the Ione Indians and the federal government during the 

period of Mr. Terrell’s efforts to obtain the Arroyo Seco property.  The Indian families living on the 

Arroyo Seco tract elected Mr. Burris to be their “chairman” in 1970, and he served in that position 

into the mid-1990s.  He also lived on the Arroyo Seco property from 1924 to 1942, and then from 
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1945 onward.  (SAR020904-06.)   He declared that the Indians in the Ione area “supported the 

efforts of the United States to purchase land for [them]” due to fears that they would lose their 

homes on land they did not own.  (SAR020905.)   However, he further relates that “[t]here was 

never any expectation that any further relationship or further services would develop out of the 

government’s efforts to buy the land for [them].”  (Id.)   

B. Unlike The Tribes That Were Then Under Federal Jurisdiction, The Secretary 
Did Not Ask The Ione Band To Vote On Acceptance Of The Indian 
Reorganization Act In 1934.  

In 1934, Congress enacted—and President Roosevelt signed—the Indian Reorganization 

Act (“IRA”).  June 18, 1934, ch. 576, § 18, 48 Stat. 988.6  Section 18 of the Indian Reorganization 

Act, as enacted in 1934, required the Secretary to hold a special election, within one year of the 

“passage and approval of the Act,” for each Indian tribe then under federal jurisdiction to decide 

whether the tribe wished to accept the terms and benefits of—and be organized under—the IRA.  

June 18, 1934, ch. 576, § 18, 48 Stat. 988 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 478).  Under the express terms 

of the IRA, a group of Indians would be deemed a “tribe” entitled to take advantage of the benefits 

of the IRA in one of two ways: be an actual “Indian tribe, organized band, [or] pueblo” or (2) be a 

group of “Indians residing on one reservation.”7

                                                                 
6 Section 5 of that Act provides the statutory authority by which the Secretary purports to 

take land into trust on behalf of the Band in this case.  (AR010102.) 

  Section 18 of the IRA, as originally enacted, 

7 The IRA provides, “The term ‘tribe’ wherever used in th[at] Act shall be construed to refer 
to any Indian tribe, organized band, pueblo, or the Indians residing on one reservation.”  June 18, 
1934, ch. 576, § 19, 48 Stat. 985 (now codified at 25 U.S.C. § 479) (emphasis added).  Being a 
“tribe” within the meaning of the first prong of this definition requires something more than just an 
assorted group of Indians living together.  The concept of a “tribe” requires evidence of a sovereign 
entity, exercising governmental authority over its members—the formation of “bodies politic to 
govern domestic relations, to punish wrongdoers, and otherwise to provide for the general welfare . 
. . .”  Venetie I.R.A. Council v. Alaska, 944 F.2d 548, 559 (9th Cir. 1991).  See also 25 C.F.R. § 
83.7(c) (to be recognized as a “tribe” under the Secretary’s regulations, the petitioner must 
demonstrate that it has “has maintained political influence or authority over its members as an 
autonomous entity from historical times until the present.”). “Indian tribes are ‘domestic dependent 
nations’ that exercise inherent sovereign authority over their members and territories.”  Oklahoma 
Tax Comm’n v. Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe, 498 U.S. 505, 509 (1991) (quoting 
Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1, 17 (1831)).  As the Ninth Circuit has held, “To 
allow any group of persons to ‘bootstrap’ themselves into formal ‘tribal’ status—simply because 
they are all members of a larger aboriginal ethnic body would be to ignore the concept of ‘tribe’ as 
a distinct sovereignty set apart by historical and ethnological boundaries.”  Price v. Hawaii, 764 
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required the Secretary of Interior to call a special election for each such “tribe” then under federal 

jurisdiction to vote on whether or not to adopt a tribal constitution under the provisions of the IRA.  

June 18, 1934, ch. 576, § 18, 48 Stat. 988.  In Amador County, the Jackson and Buena Vista tribes 

each voted on June 12, 1935, to accept the terms of the IRA (SAR20777), but the “Ione Band” held 

no such election and there is no evidence it was ever invited to do so.  (AR000794, SAR20754-

807.) 

Thereafter, with the exception of a single inquiry in 1941 regarding the possibility of 

clearing title to the land (AR000508)—an inquiry that makes no particular reference to a “tribe” or 

“band” or “chief” or that gives any other indication of a formal, organized sovereign entity, as 

opposed to several families living on some land (id.)—there was no record of communication 

between the Ione-area Indians and the federal government from 1934 until early 1970.  Also, there 

is no record during this time that any federal aid or other benefits that are normally available to 

recognized tribes were provided to members of the “Ione Band.”   

C. Commissioner Louis Bruce’s Equivocal 1972 Letter, Issued Outside The 
Normal Regulatory Process And Without Consideration Of The Traditional 
“Cohen Criteria,” And Which Stated That “Federal Recognition Was 
Evidently Extended To” The Ione Band When The Government Sought To 
Purchase The 40-Acre Arroyo Seco Property, Creates Controversy In The 
Department And Is Promptly Rejected. 

In 1970, the residents of the 40-acre Arroyo Seco plot—which, according to Harold Burris, 

“had never acted as a tribe” (AR001100)—decided to organize as a tribe for the purpose of seeking 

to quiet title to the land on which they had lived for decades.  (AR001100, SAR020906.)  Mr. 

Burris was elected chairman of the Ione Band at that time.  (Id.)  The residents filed a quiet title 

action in California state court, and finally obtained title to the Arroyo Seco property in 1972.  

(AR000535-36.)  Thereafter, several members of the Band sought to have the land taken into trust, 

having been advised by their counsel that doing so would exempt them from the need to pay 

property taxes.  (AR020906.) 

In 1972 BIA Commissioner Louis Bruce sent a letter to Nicholas Villa, as the purported 

representative of the Ione Band, in which Commissioner Bruce stated that “Federal recognition was 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
F.2d 623, 627 (9th Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1055 (1986). 
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evidently extended to the [Band]” at the time a purchase of 40 acres for the Band was contemplated 

between approximately 1915 and 1930, and stating that he intended to take the 40-acre parcel into 

trust.  (AR000534.) 

Indeed, the Department did not treat the Bruce letter as conclusive on this point even at the 

time it was issued, and no action was ever taken to formally recognize the Ione Band or to take the 

identified parcels into trust.8  Just a couple of months after the Bruce letter was issued the Assistant 

Secretary of Interior wrote the Sacramento Area Director noting that the Band “may” be a 

“recognizable group entitled to benefits of the Indian Reorganization Act,” and that action should 

be taken to help the Band organize as a tribe under the IRA “[i]f the Band desires and merits 

Federal recognition.”  (AR000537 [emphasis added].)  Likewise, the Department of Interior’s 

Solicitor’s Office questioned the basis of the Bruce opinion, and requested further investigation as 

to the status of the Ione Band.  (AR000556, AR000560-61, AR000673.)  The Solicitor’s office 

“maintained that the Bureau still needed to prove that the Band met the Cohen criteria.”  

(AR000678.)9

Subsequent research, conducted in the early 1990s by the Bureau’s Branch of 

Acknowledgment and Research (which is the administrative department responsible for researching 

the historical bases for claims of federal tribal recognition, see SAR020823-24), concluded that the 

Bruce letter was considered to be “an administrative anomaly” at the time it was issued, because it 

was handled outside the normal administrative process (by Real Estate Services, rather than by 

Tribal Relations), and because it was based on “no evaluation of [the] history and ancestry” of the 

Band.  (AR000784.)  Various documents throughout the record establish that Commissioner Bruce 

  The Director of the Bureau’s Office of Indian Services, Theodore Krenzke, also 

requested additional information regarding the historical existence of the Band, and whether it met 

the necessary criteria for recognition.  (AR000574.) 

                                                                 
8  In fact, no land was ever taken into trust by the United States for the benefit of the Ione 

Band.  These 40 acres comprising the Arroyo Seco property are approximately 12 miles away from 
the Plymouth Parcels at issue here and are unrelated to the Band’s request.  (AR005429.) 

9 “The Department of the Interior’s Branch of Acknowledgment and Research was 
established for determining whether groups seeking tribal recognition actually constitute Indian 
tribes and presumably to determine which tribes have previously obtained federal recognition.”  
Muwekma Ohlone Tribe v. Salazar, 708 F.3d 209, 218 (D.C. Cir. 2013). 
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made his determination without undertaking any effort to assess “the so-called ‘Cohen criteria,’ 

which was the Department’s informal standard for recognition from 1942 to 1978.”  (AR000556; 

see also, e.g., AR000678 [post-Louis Bruce letter from Chief, Division of Tribal Govt Servs to 

Sacramento Area Director inquiring into the factual basis for recognizing Ione Band].)10

The Department of Interior—as early as 1973 and thereafter—repeatedly advised the Band 

and its lawyers that the question of its status was under review and that the Band had the 

affirmative duty to establish that it was entitled to federal recognition.  (AR000546, AR000576, 

AR000580, AR000582-83, AR000592, AR000772.)  In fact, as the federal government told this 

Court in prior litigation (discussed below), a September 17, 1973 memorandum to file by the 

Band’s attorney, George Forman of California Indian Legal Services, states explicitly: 

 

Bud Moses, from Reid Chambers’ office [of the Office of the Solicitor, U.S. Dept, of 
Interior], called to inform us that Ione was under review ‘from scratch,’ along with several 
other applications.  He stated that the Commissioner’s letter had not been cleared or 
approved by the Department, so they didn’t feel bound by it. The Ione group would have to 
satisfy two tests: 

1) Are they entitled to recognition under 465? 

2) Do they merit the taking of the land into trust? 

(AR000772 [italics added].)11

In 1978, the Secretary of the Interior promulgated regulations outlining procedures whereby 

groups of Indians could attain federal “recognition”

 

12

                                                                 
10 “In connection with the tribal reorganization established under the IRA, the Department 

of Interior, under the guidance of Felix Cohen, the first solicitor of the BIA, developed five 
hierarchical considerations (known as the ‘Cohen criteria’) to determine whether a group 
constituted a tribe, including whether: (i) the group has had treaty relations with the United States; 
(ii) the group has been denominated a tribe by act of Congress or executive order; (iii) the group 
has been treated as having collective rights in tribal lands or funds, even though not expressly 
designated a tribe; (iv) the group has been treated as a tribe or band by other Indian tribes; and (v) 
the group has exercised political authority over its members, through a tribal council or other 
governmental forms.”  Allen v. United States, 871 F. Supp. 2d 982, 990 (N.D. Cal. 2012). 

 as Indian tribes.  25 C.F.R. §§ 83.1–83.13 

(“the Acknowledgment Regulations” or “Part 83”). The BIA issued two lists of groups of Indians 

11 As the government noted at the time, “‘[Clients] are considered to have notice of all facts 
known to their lawyer-agent.’” (AR000773 [quoting Ringgold Corp. v. Worrall, 880 F.2d 1138, 
1141 (9th Cir. 1989)].) 

12 “Recognition” in this context is distinct from being “under federal jurisdiction” in 1934 
pursuant to the provisions of the IRA.  See discussion in Section IV.B.4, infra. 
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pursuant to Part 83.  The first list identified all federally-recognized Indian tribes (the “1978 List”).  

(AR000598-600.)  The second list identified all groups whose petitions for recognition were on file 

at the BIA, or who were deemed to have a petition for recognition on file at that time, but that were 

not federally-recognized Indian tribes.  (AR000592-93.)  The Ione Band was not on the first list; it 

was placed on the second list, though it had not formally submitted a petition for recognition as of 

the date the two lists were published in 1978.  (Id.  See also AR000596-97, AR000612.)  It was 

placed there because the Band was not regarded as a recognized “tribe” within the Bureau, 

however, in light of the government’s effort to purchase land in 1916, it was treated as having made 

an application for acknowledgment at that time.  (AR000582-83.) 

There is no record of communications between the Ione Band and the federal government 

between 1980 and 1989, though the record indicates that members of the Band sought to collect 

historical information to justify their recognition under the applicable regulations.  (AR000608-15.) 

In mid-1989, a faction of the Band’s membership unsuccessfully sought to be acknowledged as a 

federally-recognized tribe by filing a “tribal” resolution with the Department, but they sought to do 

without proceeding through the regulatory acknowledgement process or providing any of the 

records and other materials required by those regulations.  (AR000618-40, AR000700.)  By that 

resolution they also sought informally to have title to the previously mentioned Arroyo Seco forty 

acres quieted in the name of the Ione Band of Miwok Indians, and to have the land declared to be 

held in trust by the Federal Government.  (Id.) 

In February 1990, the Department of Interior wrote an extensive letter to Glen Villa, Sr., 

concerning the Ione Band’s informal request for federal acknowledgment, demonstrating in 

correspondence dated as early as October 1973 that the Ione Band had not met the criteria for 

federal recognition.  That letter further explained that the Band “was not recognized as an Indian 

tribe within the meaning of Federal law,” and that the only option for the Band to achieve such 

federal status is through the Acknowledgment procedures set forth in the acknowledgment 

regulations.  (AR00649-53.)  

Ms. Elbert, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Interior – Indian Affairs (Tribal Services), sent a 

similar letter to Harold Burris on or about February 15, 1990 (SAR020808-13), and to U.S. Senator 
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Alan Cranston on the same date as the Villa letter (AR000644-48).  Among other things, the 

Cranston letter stated: 

After extensive research in our files regarding the Bureau of Indian Affair’s (Bureau) 
historic relationship with this group, we have determined that the Ione Band is not 
recognized presently to be an Indian tribe within the meaning of Federal law. . . . The key 
question appears to be whether the Ione Band is federally recognized at present by virtue of 
a letter which Commissioner of Indian Affairs (Commissioner) Louis Bruce sent to Mr. 
Nicolas Villa and the Ione Band of Indians on October 18, 1972. 

. . . 

Even if the Bureau had been successful in its attempt to purchase land, this may not have 
constituted Federal recognition of the Ione Band as an Indian tribe.  The California land 
purchase program was aimed at buying acreage for miscellaneous, landless Indians, 
whether or not they then existed as part of a tribal entity or had previously been federally 
recognized. The purchase of land for these Indians did not, in and of itself, prove or 
establish the existence of a government-to-government relationship between an Indian 
tribe and the United States. 

The Ione Band appears not to have been directly involved in this contemplated land 
purchase and had little or no direct contact with the Bureau until 1941 when 31 members 
of the group petitioned the Department, through Congressman Harry L. Englebright, to 
“purchase a tract of land, upon which homes can be built for our use.” 

. . . 

Commissioner Bruce’s letter indicates clearly the intent of the Bureau to recognize and 
establish a trust land base for the Ione Band.  However, the letter is of no legal effect, in 
and of itself, because these actions were never implemented.  The Area Director was never 
directed to assist in the preparation of a membership roll and governing document for the 
group, and the described parcel of land was never brought under Federal trust.  The Ione 
Band had no acknowledged government-to-government relationship with the United 
States prior to this letter, and there is no evidence that the Commissioner based his 
decision on the recognition criteria then being utilized by the Department. 

Subsequent correspondence and memoranda in our files indicate that despite the 
Commissioner’s letter, the question of Ione recognition remained open. 

(Emphasis added.) 

Sometime after April 8, 1990, Department staff prepared a memorandum entitled “Ione 

Acknowledgment Issues.” (See AR008997.)  That memorandum relates much of the same history 

as the Villa and Cranston letters, and explicitly states, “[I]t is clear that the Ione Band had no 

acknowledged government-to-government relationship with the United States prior to” 1972, and 
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also, “Thus it is clear that the Ione Band was not considered by the Department to be a federally 

recognized tribe either before or after 1979.”  (AR008998-99.)  Further attempts by the Band 

faction favoring federal recognition outside the acknowledgement regulations were again rebuffed 

by the Acting Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs on August 20, 1990.  (AR000681-82.) 

D. The “Ione Band” Unsuccessfully Sues The Federal Government In The Eastern 
District Of California, Demanding To Be Recognized As A “Tribe.” 

On or about August 1, 1990, the Ione Band sued the federal government in this Court, 

seeking to require the federal government to recognize the Band as a tribe and to have title to the 

previously mentioned forty acres quieted in the name of the Ione Band of Miwok Indians, and to 

have the land declared to be held in trust by the Federal Government.  Ione Band of Miwok Indians, 

et al. v. Harold Burris, et al., Civ. No. S-90-0993 LKK/EM (E.D. Cal.) (hereinafter “Ione Band 

Lawsuit”).  The Amador County Treasurer-Tax Collector was also named as a defendant in that 

action, because the Band sought a declaration that, as “Indian land” the property was not subject to 

taxation by the County.  (AR007787-88, SAR020953.)  The group named the Burris faction of the 

group—which opposed federal recognition—as defendants as well. (Request for Judicial Notice, 

filed herewith [hereafter “RJN”], Exhibit 1.) 

In Paragraph 3 of the complaint, the Ione Band alleges that it “has been recognized by the 

United States as being under federal jurisdiction.” The Ione Band includes similar allegations 

throughout the complaint. For example, in Paragraph 14 they allege that “the Ione Band of Miwok 

Indians were (sic) recognized as a tribe by the federal government.” The Ione Band sought a 

declaration from the Court that the Ione Band has been and remains a federally recognized tribe 

with all the rights and sovereignty enjoyed by other Indian tribes. It also sought title to land held in 

common with the non-federal defendants who were members of the Burris faction of Ione Indians. 

And, the Ione Band challenged the constitutionality of the federal tribal recognition regulations 

found at 25 C.F.R. Part 83. (Id.) 

The United States filed its Answer in the Ione Band Lawsuit on September 28, 1990 and 

denied all the contentions of the Ione Band including the contention that it was a federally 

recognized tribe. (RJN, Exhibit 2.) The Burris faction of Ione Indians filed their Answer on October 
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22, 1990, and also denied that the Ione Band is a federally recognized tribe. (RJN, Exhibit 3.)  

The parties in the Ione Band Lawsuit each filed separate Status Reports on January 7, 1991. 

The parties stated their respective positions with respect to the various allegations in the Complaint. 

The Plaintiffs outline their claims in detail including a contention that the United States breached 

its fiduciary obligations to the Ione Band by failing to acknowledge and recognize its sovereign 

status as a tribe. (RJN, Exhibit 4.)  Consistent with its Answer to the Ione Band’s Complaint, the 

United States averred in its Status Report: “The [United States] government denies that the Ione 

Band of Miwok Indians has ever been a federally-recognized tribe.” (RJN, Exhibit 5.) And the 

Burris faction of Ione group agreed, in their Status Report: “Defendants [Ione Indians] deny that the 

Ione Band of Miwok Indians has ever been a federally-recognized tribe.” (RJN, Exhibit 6.) 

In its 1991 Motion for Summary Judgment in the Ione Band Lawsuit, the United States took 

the position that “In 1972, the head of BIA, Commissioner Louis Bruce, was not entirely convinced 

that the Ione Band was federally recognized.”  (AR000697).  The United States further stated, “The 

essence of plaintiffs’ argument is that the Ione Band was a federally-recognized tribe as of 1972 

and was subsequently ‘unrecognized.’  The government submits that plaintiffs [sic] at least in 1977 

that the United States did not recognize the Ione Band and certainly no later than 1979 when notice 

of the same was published in the Federal Register.  To the extent that plaintiffs viewed this decision 

as a change from recognition status to nonrecognition status, which change the government 

disputes, plaintiffs were bound to bring suit no later than 1985 pursuant to the statute of limitations 

set forth at 28 U.S.C. 2401(a).” (AR000703.)  And finally, in its reply brief supporting summary 

judgment, the Government further stated: 

[T]he [Bruce] letter was written in response to a request to take title to the 40-acre parcel in 
trust.  The Commissioner agreed to do so under the terms of the [Indian Reorganization 
Act], pursuant to which the Commissioner did not make a determination or findings that 
the Ione Band was a tribe within the meaning of the IRA.  In stating that “federal 
recognition was evidently extended to the Ione Band of Indians at the time that the Ione land 
purchase was contemplated”, without more, it is further evident that none of the 
traditional factors for tribal recognition were given consideration, even apart from the 
IRA.  Given the express context of the sentence, it is clear that the Commissioner 
articulated an assumption, not borne out by any caselaw, treatise or statute, that the 
identification of a group of Indians and the initiation of efforts to purchase land for said 
group without more constitutes “federal recognition”.  Indeed, because a group of Indians 
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collectively identified as the Ione Band were targetted [sic] as beneficiaries of a land 
purchase that unfortunately never materialized, the Ione Band was known to exist in 1916 
by the government and in that sense were “recognized” to exist by the “federal” 
government. . . . There are a number of such tribes who are known to the federal 
government to exist in some form, but with which there is no federal relationship. . . . 
The government submits that there are undoubtedly tribal groups indigenous to 
California. . . . that have never come under the government’s supervision within the 
context of “federal recognition.” 

(AR000759-62 [emphasis added].) 

The District Court granted the United States’ Motion for Summary Judgment because the 

Band failed to exhaust administrative remedies by applying for recognition through the BIA’s 

acknowledgment regulations process, and held that the acknowledgement regulations were the sole 

mechanism for the Ione Band to gain federal recognition.  (AR007763-88.) 

Based on the Ione Band Lawsuit, the BIA’s Sacramento Area Director refused to review an 

economic development agreement submitted by the Band.  The Ione Band appealed the Area 

Director’s decision to the Interior Board of Indian Appeals (“IBIA”), which upheld the decision.  

(AR000812-13.)   The IBIA held, “[A]ppellant here contends that it was recognized by the 

Department of the Interior prior to promulgation of the regulations now found in 25 CFR Part 83 

and therefore should not be required to comply with those regulations. Appellant admits that it 

unsuccessfully made this argument to the Federal District Court for the Eastern District of 

California. . . . Appellant argues that the district court's decision does not preclude administrative 

action because, inter alia, the Department has authority to correct its own errors. The Board agrees 

that the Department has authority to correct any errors it may have made with respect to the 

recognition of appellant. However, the forum in which any corrective action must be taken is the 

forum established in the acknowledgment regulations. Neither the Area Director nor this Board 

has any authority either to act under those regulations or to disregard the fact that the regulations 

are the exclusive mechanism by which Departmental officials may acknowledge Indian tribes. 

Appellant should present its arguments in connection with its petition for acknowledgment under 

those regulations.”  (AR000813 [emphasis added].) 

Sometime after this Court granted summary judgment in favor of the federal government  
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and dismissed it from the Ione Band Lawsuit, the Department of Interior issued a “Briefing Paper” 

addressed to the “President of the United States,” regarding the status of the Ione Band.  In that 

Paper the Department unequivocally stated: 

It is the Department’s position that this group [the Ione Band] has never attained 
Federal tribal status and is not, therefore, eligible for restoration. . . . the Ione Band was 
never considered to be a federally recognized tribal entity.  It never appeared on any lists of 
federally recognized tribes and was not asked to vote on acceptance of the Indian 
Reorganization Act of 1934 as were the federally recognized tribes.”   

(AR000794-95.)  The “Briefing Paper” further stated that: 

In 1972, members of the Ione Band secured fee title to the tract and requested the 
Department to bring the land under Federal trust.  The Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
authorized such action based on a decision that the Ione Band had “evidently” been 
recognized by the Department’s 1916 land purchase authorization. However, the 
Commissioner’s memorandum was never implemented because the Deputy Assistant 
Secretary subsequently questioned whether the Ione Band met the Department’s criteria for 
Federal recognition.  This issue was not resolved prior to 1975 when the Department held 
all requests for acknowledgement in abeyance pending clarification of the Secretary’s 
authority and the adoption of a fair and uniform process through public rule making.  
Consequently, when the Federal Acknowledgement regulations became effective in 1978, 
the Ione Band was considered to be an unacknowledged Indian group subject to its criteria 
and new procedures. 

On August 26, 1992, Eddie F. Brown, then-Assistant Secretary-Indian Affairs, wrote a letter 

to Senator Daniel Inouye, stating in relevant part, “The Department has never viewed the absence 

of the Ione Band from the Federal Register list of federally recognized tribes as a simple clerical 

error.  This group has never attained Federal tribal status and is not, therefore, eligible for 

restoration of that status.”  (AR000814 [emphasis added].) 

E. Assistant Secretary Ada Deer Abruptly Reverses Course In The Face Of 
Congressional Pressure, “Affirms” The Bruce Letter, And Orders The Ion 
Band To Be Placed On The List Of Recognized Tribes, Without Requiring It 
To Seek Acknowledgement Through The Regulations, Or Otherwise 
Proceeding Through Normal Departmental Channels. 

Having lost its federal court lawsuit and its IBIA appeal, the Ione Band engaged in an 

extensive political lobbying effort.  As related in the Declaration of Michael Lawson, Ph.D., an 

historian in the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Branch of Acknowledgement and Research, members of 
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the Band supporting recognition told him as early as 1990 that “the group was planning to ‘put the 

squeeze’ on the Assistant Secretary (through Congressional pressure) for a decision that the group 

was recognized.”  (SAR020807.)  The record between 1989 and 1994 shows extensive 

communications between the Department and members of the Congress. (See AR000627, 

AR000630 & AR000644 [Sen. Cranston]; AR000654 [Rep. Shumway]; AR000680, AR000793 & 

AR000808 [Rep. Miller]; AR000779, AR000780 & AR000796 [Sen. Inouye]; AR000854 [Rep. 

Richardson], AR001008 & AR001029 [Senate staff], AR001025 [Sen. Inouye, Reps. Richardson & 

Doolittle], AR001093 [Rep. Fazio]; AR000791 [meeting with staff for Sen. Inouye and House of 

Representatives committee staff].) 

Suddenly, in early 1994, DOI Assistant Secretary Ada Deer abruptly reversed the federal 

government’s position concerning the Ione Band’s recognition status, and relieved the Band of the 

requirement to proceed through the acknowledgement regulations.  (AR001056.)  Purporting to 

“clarify the United States’ political relationship” with the Band, Assistant Secretary Deer stated in a 

letter that she was “reaffirming the portion of Commissioner Bruce’s letter which reads . . . . 

‘Federal recognition was evidently extended to the Ione Band of Indians at the time that the Ione 

land purchase was contemplated.’”  (Id.)  The Deer letter contains no mention of: (1) the 

diametrically contrary positions taken by the United States in this Court in the Ione Band Lawsuit, 

(2) the contrary conclusion of the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, which is specifically 

responsible for researching the historical bases for claims of federal tribal recognition (see 

SAR020823-24);13

                                                                 
13 Muwekma Ohlone Tribe v. Salazar, 708 F.3d 209, 218 (D.C. Cir. 2013). 

 (3) the decision of the IBIA that the Band was never recognized, (4) the 

purposeful omission of the Band from the 1978 list of recognized tribes, or (5) the many detailed 

letters—only some of which are discussed above—that expressly concluded the Ione Band had 

never attained Federal tribal status.  It does, however, expressly mention meetings with members of 

Congress.  (AR001056 [“I am writing regarding our meeting on October 28, 1993 and subsequent 

discussions with Congressman Doolittle.”].) A contemporaneous memorandum to file states that 

the Ada Deer letter was issued without “program review and surname” (a process by which the 
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Solicitor’s office would sign off on such communications, see AR000569), and that “file copies 

were not prepared for distribution.”  (AR001057.) 

Also contrary to the aforementioned position of the federal government in the Ione Band 

Lawsuit and contrary to the acknowledgment regulations, Assistant Secretary Deer ordered the 

inclusion of the Band on the 1995 BIA list of federally-recognized Indian tribes.  60 Fed. Reg. 9250 

(Feb. 16, 1995).  Since 1995, the Band has been included on all subsequent BIA lists of federally-

recognized tribes. 

F. The Ione Band’s Application To Have Land Taken Into Trust;  The Initial 
Determination In 2006 That The Plymouth Parcels Were “Restored Lands Of 
A Restored Tribe” Eligible For Gaming; And Amador County’s First Legal 
Challenge Thereto. 

On September 20, 2004, the Band petitioned the National Indian Gaming Council (“NIGC”) 

for an “Indian lands” determination as to the Plymouth Parcels, under the “restored lands for a 

restored tribe” exception to the prohibition of gaming on lands acquired after 1988.  25 U.S.C. § 

2719(b)(1)(B)(iii).  (AR001401-2549.)  And in November 2005, the Band applied to the Secretary 

to have the Plymouth Parcels taken into trust on its behalf.  (AR002751-3482.) 

On September 19, 2006, then-Associate Solicitor, Division of Indian Affairs, Carl J. 

Artman rendered an opinion—in reliance on the actions of Assistant Secretary Deer—that the 

Plymouth Parcels are Indian Lands relying on the “restored tribe” exception, and then-Associate 

Deputy Secretary James E. Cason concurred in that determination on September 26, 2006.  

(AR005071-76, AR005094-95.)14

Following the issuance of the Artman/Cason memoranda, Amador County and the State of 

California appealed that determination to the Interior Board of Indians Appeals (AR005119-38, 

AR005150-51), and following that body’s determination that it lacked jurisdiction over the appeal, 

Amador County filed suit in this Court challenging the Indian Lands Determination. County of 

   

                                                                 
14 The NIGC did not rule on the Band’s Request because a Memorandum of Agreement 

executed in May 2006 between the NIGC and the Department of the Interior provided that when a 
tribe requests an Indian lands determination under 25 U.S.C. § 2719(b)(1)(B) in connection with a 
fee-to-trust application to the Department, the responsibility for making that determination would 
rest with the Department’s Office of the Solicitor, Division of Indian Affairs.  (AR005042-45.) 
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Amador v. United States Dep’t of Interior, Case No. 2:07-cv-00527-LKK-GGH (E.D. Cal. filed 

Mar. 16, 2007).  The Ione Band intervened in the action, waiving its tribal immunity as a condition 

of the County’s non-opposition to its intervention.  (AR006024.) The federal defendants and the 

Ione Band moved to dismiss that suit on the ground that the Artman/Cason memoranda did not 

constitute “final agency action” within the meaning of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 

§ 704, but were instead intermediate steps in the process of the Department’s review of the Ione 

Band’s application to have the lands at issue taken into trust by the federal government on behalf of 

the Band, that  judicial review of the Indian Lands determinations was therefore required to wait 

until a final decision is made to approve the Ione Band’s trust application and take the land into 

trust. (AR005920-21.) This Court ultimately granted the motion but stated, “If and when DOI 

approves the trust application, final agency action will exist, and the county will be able to sue.”  

County of Amador v. United States Dep’t of Interior, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 95715, *16 (E.D. Cal. 

Dec. 13, 2007) (AR005931.) 

The County initially appealed the dismissal to the Ninth Circuit, but then dismissed the 

appeal in March 2008 in accordance with a stipulation among the parties that the Department 

would notify the County in writing within seven days of its making a final decision on the Band’s 

trust application.  (AR006023-29.) 

G. Reversal and Withdrawal Of The 2006 Indian Lands Determination By The 
Solicitor Of The Department Of Interior, In 2009. 

On or about January 16, 2009, David L. Bernhardt, Solicitor of the Department of Interior, 

sent a memorandum to George T. Skibine, Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for Policy and 

Economic Development, by which Mr. Bernhardt withdrew the Artman/Cason memorandum of 

September 19, 2006.  (AR007112.) That letter stated in part, “We are now in the process of 

reviewing the preliminary draft Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Plymouth parcel.  As 

a result, I determined to review the Associate Solicitor’s 2006 Indian lands opinion and have 

concluded that it was wrong.  I have withdrawn and am reversing that opinion.  It no longer 

represents the legal position of the Office of the Solicitor.  The opinion of the Solicitor’s Office is 

that the Band is not a restored tribe within the meaning of IGRA.”  (AR007112 [emphasis 
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added].) 

H. The Supreme Court Decides Carcieri And The County Submits A Letter 
Explaining How That Decision Precludes The Secretary From Accepting Land 
In Trust For The Ione Band. 

On February 24, 2009, the U.S. Supreme Court decided Carcieri v. Salazar, 555 U.S. 379, 

129 S. Ct. 1058, 172 L. Ed. 2d 791.  In that case the Supreme Court held that held that § 19 of the 

Indian Reorganization Act (“IRA” or “Act”), 25 U.S.C. § 479, “limits the Secretary’s authority to 

taking land into trust for the purpose of providing land to members of a tribe that was under federal 

jurisdiction when the IRA was enacted in June 1934.” 555 U.S. at 382, 129 S. Ct. at 1061, 172 L. 

Ed. 2d at 796 (emphasis added).  On or about July 15, 2009, Amador County sent a letter to Larry 

EchoHawk, then-Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs in the Department, setting forth the reasons 

that Carcieri precludes the Department from taking land into trust on behalf of the Ione Band.  

(AR007757-97.) 

I. The Record Of Decision Reverses Course Yet Again. 

On May 24, 2012, Defendant Laverdure made a final decision to take the Plymouth Parcels 

into trust on behalf of the Ione Band.  (AR010049-117.) Mr. Laverdure’s ROD reversed the 

Bernhardt Opinion and reinstated the Artman Opinion, and additionally rejected the conclusion that 

Carcieri precludes the Secretary from taking land into trust for the Ione Band, and changing course 

once again, stated that the Parcels are the “restored lands of a restored tribe.”  (AR010100-10.) 

III. STANDARD OF REVIEW. 

“The APA requires meaningful review; and its enactment meant stricter judicial review of 

agency factfinding than Congress believed some courts had previously conducted.”  Dickinson v. 

Zurko, 527 U.S. 150, 162 (1999). When determining whether an agency’s action was arbitrary, 

capricious, or not in accordance with the law, courts “engage in a substantial inquiry, . . . a 

thorough, probing, in-depth review of [the] discretionary agency action.”  Citizens to Preserve 

Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416, 91 S. Ct. 814, 824, 28 L. Ed. 2d 136, 153 (1971).  

“Courts must carefully review the record to ensure that agency decisions are founded on a reasoned 

evaluation of the relevant factors, and may not rubber-stamp . . . administrative decisions that they 
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deem inconsistent with a statutory mandate or that frustrate the congressional policy underlying a 

statute . . . .” Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Norton, 348 F.3d 789, 793 (9th Cir. 2003) (quoting Pub. 

Citizen v. DOT, 316 F.3d 1002, 1020 (9th Cir. 2003)) (ellipses in original). 

IV. ARGUMENT. 

A. In Adopting Regulations in 2008 To Govern Applications To Take Land Into 
Trust For Gaming Purposes, The Department Of Interior Expressly 
Determined That Congress Did Not Intend To Treat Groups That Were 
Informally “Recognized” Outside The Formal Acknowledgement Regulations 
As “Restored” Tribes; The ROD’s Attempt To Nevertheless “Grandfather” 
The 2006 Artman/Cason Memorandum, Upon Which No Final Agency Action 
Was Based, Was Arbitrary And Capricious. 

In 2008, the Secretary adopted 25 C.F.R., Part 292 (the “Part 292 Regulations”) to guide the 

determination of whether a tribe is qualified to conduct gaming under lands taken into trust. Among 

other things, those regulations address when an Indian tribe is “restored to Federal recognition” 

within the meaning of IGRA (25 U.S.C. § 2719(b)(1)(B)(iii)).  See 73 Fed. Reg. 29354 (May 20, 

2008).  Prior to 2008, such a determination was an ad hoc inquiry, made by the NIGC or Solicitor’s 

Office on a case-by-case basis.  (Id. at 29354-55; AR002613.)  Now, 25 C.F.R. § 292.10, provides: 

§ 292.10  How does a tribe qualify as having been restored to Federal recognition? 

For a tribe to qualify as having been restored to Federal recognition for purposes of § 292.7, 
the tribe must show at least one of the following: 

(a) Congressional enactment of legislation recognizing, acknowledging, affirming, 
reaffirming, or restoring the government-to-government relationship between the 
United States and the tribe (required for tribes terminated by Congressional action); 

(b) Recognition through the administrative Federal Acknowledgment Process under 
§ 83.8 of this chapter [Part 83]; or 

(c) A Federal court determination in which the United States is a party or court-
approved settlement agreement entered into by the United States. 

The Band does not fit within any of the foregoing provisions, a fact the ROD implicitly 

acknowledges; instead the ROD asserts the Band was informally “recognized” by Ada Deer in 1994 

outside of the “Federal Acknowledgement Process under § 83.8.” (AR007156, AR010100-02.)  

Tellingly, in adopting the Part 292 regulations, the Secretary expressly considered—and 

expressly rejected—comments proposing that the regulation be amended to include tribes (like the 
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Ione Band) that were purportedly “restored” pursuant to agency action outside the Part 83 

regulations. The Secretary rejected those proposals, stating: “We believe Congress intended 

restored tribes to be those tribes restored to Federal recognition by Congress or through the part 

83 regulations. We do not believe that Congress intended restored tribes to include tribes that 

arguably may have been administratively restored prior to the part 83 regulations.” 73 Fed. Reg. 

29354, 29363 (May 20, 2008) (emphasis added).  The Secretary further elaborated thus: 

In 1988, Congress clearly understood the part 83 process because it created an exception for 
tribes acknowledged through the part 83 process. The part 83 regulations were adopted in 
1978. These regulations govern the determination of which groups of Indian descendants 
were entitled to be acknowledged as continuing to exist as Indian tribes. The regulations 
were adopted because prior to their adoption the Department had made ad hoc 
determinations of tribal status and it needed to have a uniform process for making such 
determinations in the future. We believe that in 1988 Congress did not intend to include 
within the restored tribe exception these pre-1979[15

Id. (emphasis added). 

] ad hoc determination. [sic] Moreover, 
Congress in enacting the Federally Recognized Indian Tribe List Act of 1994 identified only 
the part 83 procedures as the process for administrative recognition. 

Notwithstanding the Secretary’s determination that treating an informally recognized tribe 

like the Ione Band as a “restored” tribe is inconsistent with Congress’s intention in enacting IGRA, 

the ROD improperly found that the Band is a restored tribe and concluded that gaming on the 

Plymouth Parcels is permissible under the “restored tribe” exception.  The ROD’s conclusion relied 

exclusively on 25 C.F.R. § 292.26(b), which provides: 

These regulations apply to final agency action taken after the effective date of these 
regulations except that these regulations shall not apply to applicable agency actions when, 
before the effective date of these regulations, the Department or the National Indian Gaming 
Commission (NIGC) issued a written opinion regarding the applicability of 25 U.S.C. 2719 
for land to be used for a particular gaming establishment, provided that the Department or 
the NIGC retains full discretion to qualify, withdraw or modify such opinions. 

(AR010100-02.)  Relying on the 2006 ILD, the ROD purports to relieve the Ione Band of the need 

to comply with Congress’s intentions in adopting IGRA, reflected in 25 C.F.R. § 292.10.  This 

exemption was arbitrary and capricious.16

                                                                 
15 Though the Ione Band was informally “recognized” in 1994, and this discussion speaks 

of “pre-1979 ad hoc determination[s],” the Ada Deer letter purported to complete a pre-Part 83 ad 
hoc determination by Commissioner Louis Bruce.  (AR007156.) 

 

16 25 C.F.R. § 292.26(a), grandfathers decisions upon which final agency action was taken 
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Administrative agencies—like the courts—must apply statutes in accordance with 

legislative intent.  However, the courts have recognized that, in some narrow circumstances, past 

practices that were inconsistent with legislative intent can be grandfathered.  The courts have 

articulated the applicable standard as follows: 

[C]onsiderations governing an agency’s duty to apply a rule retroactively [a]re  

(1) whether the new rule represents an abrupt departure from well established 
practice or merely attempts to fill a void in an unsettled area of law, (2) the extent to 
which the party against whom the new rule is applied relied on the formed [sic] rule, 
(3) the degree of the burden which a retroactive order imposes on a party, and (4) the 
statutory interest in applying a new rule despite the reliance of a party on the old 
standard. 

[Citations]. Clearly the issue entails a balancing of the interest in prompt and complete 
fulfillment of statutory goals against the inequity of enforcing a new rule against persons 
that justifiably made investment decisions in reliance on a past rule or practice. 

Natural Res. Defense Council, Inc. v. Thomas, 838 F.2d 1224, 1244 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied sub 

nom., Alabama Power Co. v. Thomas, 488 U.S. 901 (1988) (hereafter “NRDC”).  See also Garfias-

Rodriguez v. Holder, 702 F.3d 504, 518 (9th Cir. 2013) (en banc).  The application of this standard 

“is in each case a question of law, resolvable by reviewing courts with no overriding obligation of 

deference to the agency decision[.]” Retail, Wholesale & Dep’t Store Union v. NLRB, 466 F.2d 

380, 390 (D.C. Cir. 1972); see also Garfias-Rodriguez, 702 F.3d at 514-15. 

The only rationale the Secretary gave for “grandfathering” in ILDs that were not yet the 

basis for agency action under 25 C.F.R. § 292.26(b) was that “It is expected that in those cases, the 

tribe and perhaps other parties may have relied on the legal opinion to make investments into the 

subject property or taken some other actions that were based on their understanding that the land 

was eligible for gaming.” 73 Fed. Reg. 29354, 29372 (emphasis added).17

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
prior to the regulations’ adoption.  The County does not challenge that provision.  In this case, 
however, there was no final agency action until the ROD issued in May 2012.  See County of 
Amador v. United States Dep’t of Interior, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 95715, *16 (“the permissibility 
of gaming turns on not only the Artman/Cason opinion but also on the DOI’s decision to first take 
the Plymouth Parcels into trust. If and when DOI approves the trust application, final agency action 
will exist, and the county will be able to sue.”). 

 But reliance—even if it 

had occurred—is only one factor to be considered in assessing whether a grandfather clause is 

17 This is the only basis on which the federal defendants may now defend the grandfather 
clause.  Securities and Exchange Comm’n v. Chenery Corp., 318 U.S. 80, 87 (1943). 
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reasonable and enforceable. 

In adopting the grandfather provision, the Secretary did not address the first NRDC factor—

whether the new rule represents an abrupt departure from well established practice or merely 

attempts to fill a void in an unsettled area of law—but this factor clearly cuts against grandfathering 

in the 2006 ILD in this case.  As already noted, there was no “well established” practice prior to 

2008; Indian lands determinations were ad hoc, case-by-case determinations.  Trust acquisitions by 

the Secretary for gaming purposes were governed by a “Checklist” that contained no guidance 

regarding the criteria for a “restored tribe.”  (AR002604-18.)  Moreover, the administrative record 

indicates that only one other tribe was informally recognized outside of the Part 83 regulations—

the Lower Lake Rancheria in Santa Rosa. (See, e.g., AR006193).  The record does not reflect a 

decision that the Lower Lake Rancheria was issued an ILD prior to the adoption of the Part 292 

Regulations, but even if it was there can hardly have been a “well established” practice of treating 

tribes acknowledged outside the Part 83 regulations as “restored” tribes.18

The Secretary also did not address the third NRDC factor—the degree of the burden that 

retroactive application would impose on a party—but that factor also cuts against grandfathering in 

the 2006 ILD.  Overturning the determination that the Ione Band is not a “restored” tribe does not 

mean that it can never have a gaming facility.  It simply means that the Band must comply with a 

two-part statutory process set out by Congress, in which the Secretary and the Governor of 

California both conclude, after extensive consultation with affected interests, including local 

governments, that gaming would be “in the best interest of the Indian tribe and its members, and 

would not be detrimental to the surrounding community,” 25 U.S.C. § 2719(a) & (b)(1)(A).  The 

ILD is nothing more than an attempt by the Ione Band to end-run the process set out by Congress 

(just as it evaded the Part 83 acknowledgement process via political pressure). 

 

Nor did the Secretary address the fourth NRDC factor—the statutory interest in applying a 

new rule despite the reliance of a party on the old standard—but it too cuts against grandfathering 

the 2006 ILD.  In enacting IGRA, Congress concluded that unless certain narrow exceptions 

                                                                 
18 In fact, in 2008 the NIGC ruled that the Lower Lake Rancheria was not a “restored tribe.” 

See http://www.nigc.gov/Reading_Room/Indian_Land_Opinions.aspx (last visited Apr. 10, 2014). 
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applied, the State and local governments who would be affected by casino gaming should be 

consulted before the impacts of such an impactful business could be imposed upon them and their 

residents.  The Ione Band seeks to deprive the State of California and Amador County of the rights 

conferred upon them by Congress. 

Finally, though the Secretary’s rationale for the grandfathering clause did address the 

second NRDC factor—reliance—it took that factor into account in a wholly improper way. When 

an agency seeks to grandfather prior actions that are contrary to congressional purpose, the agency’s 

grandfathering rule must require a showing of actual reliance by the affected party.  Sierra Club v. 

EPA, 719 F.2d 436, 467 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (“We remand this provision to the agency to allow it to 

reformulate its rule to take actual reliance into account.”), cert. denied sub nom., Alabama Power 

Co. v. Sierra Club, 468 U.S. 1204 (1984); NRDC, 838 F.2d at 1248.  Here, the Secretary has 

expressly acknowledged that treating a tribe that was informally recognized outside the Part 83 

regulations as “restored” contradicts Congress’s intent in enacting IGRA.  Yet, 25 C.F.R. § 

292.26(b) does not require a showing of actual reliance on the previously-issued ILD. 

And even if the regulations had required the Ione Band to demonstrate actual reliance upon 

the 2006 ILD, such reliance would not have been reasonable, or “justifiable,”19

• First, Regulation 292.10 was initially proposed by the BIA in substantially its present form 

on October 5, 2006, less than 10 days after final the 2006 ILD was made public.  See 71 

Fed. Reg. 58769, 58774 (Oct. 5, 2006). Right from the beginning, the proposed regulation 

included the requirement that only tribes administratively restored through the Part 83 

process could be a “restored” tribe, and that initial version of the regulations did not contain 

a “grandfather” clause (which did not appear until the final adoption in May 2008).  Id. 

Thus, the Band was on notice from the time the 2006 ILD issued that their eligibility to 

proceed thereunder was exceedingly tenuous, and there can have been no reasonable 

reliance between the issuance of the 2006 ILD and May 2008.  

 for several reasons: 

• Second, Amador County and the State of California filed an appeal of the 2006 ILD within 

                                                                 
19 Williams Natural Gas Co. v. FERC, 943 F.2d 1320, 1343 (D.C. Cir. 1991). 
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a month of its issuance (AR5119-38, AR 5150-51), and the County then filed suit 

challenging the ILD’s “restored tribe” determination as improper several months later. 

(AR006024.)  The Ione Band intervened as a party to that challenge. (AR005920.) And 

when that initial case was dismissed as unripe the court said the County could sue later and 

the County made clear its intention to do so suit at the proper time.  (AR006023-29.) 

• Third, even after the issuance of the final Part 292 Regulations, the Department reserved 

“full discretion to qualify, withdraw or modify such opinions.”  25 C.F.R. § 292.26(b).  This 

retained discretion was fully consistent with the Department’s position in the County’s prior 

challenge—a position that this Court accepted—that “[a]n examination of the opinion 

memorandum shows that its determination has no effect unless the land at issue is acquired 

in trust by the United States” and that the ILD was therefore not final agency action.20

• Any claim of reliance by the Band also conflicts with the Band’s own characterizations of 

the ILD in the earlier litigation: “as a preliminary assessment intended to assist the 

Secretary in making a final determination with regard to the [Band]’s pending fee-to-trust 

application”

  An 

administrative action is final agency action if it is the agency’s intention that third parties 

will rely upon that action.  See Ciba-Geigy Corp. v. United States EPA, 801 F.2d 430, 438 

(D.C. Cir. 1986) (“‘an agency’s interpretation of its governing statute, with the expectation 

that regulated parties will conform to and rely on this interpretation, is final agency action 

fit for judicial review.’” (emphasis added) (quoting Indep. Bankers Assoc. v. Smith, 534 

F.2d 921, 929 (D.C. Cir.) (citations omitted), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 862 (1976)). 

21; as an “interim,” “interlocutory,” and merely “advisory” opinion22; and as a 

document that “standing alone has no legal force or practical legal implications” unless the 

fee-to-trust application was approved.23

                                                                 
20 See Fed. Defendants’ Memorandum In Support of Motion To Dismiss (Dkt. #29), County 

of Amador v. Dep’t of Interior, Case No. 2:07-cv-00527-LKK-GGH at 18:1-2 (RJN, Exh. 7). 

   

21 See Ione Band’s Memo. In Support of Motion To Dismiss (Dkt. #33), County of Amador 
v. Dep’t of Interior, Case No. 2:07-cv-00527-LKK-GGH at 11:5-7 (emphasis added) (RJN, Exh. 8). 

22 See, e.g., id. at 3:1, 10:16 & 28; Ione Band’s Reply In Support of Motion To Dismiss 
(Dkt. #42), County of Amador v. Dep’t of Interior, Case No. 2:07-cv-00527-LKK-GGH at 1:2 
(RJN, Exh. 9). 

23 Ione Band’s Reply, supra, note 5, at 1:19-20. 
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• And finally, there clearly cannot have been any reasonable reliance after January 16, 2009, 

when Solicitor Bernhardt withdrew the 2006 ILD (AR007248).  The record shows that the 

Band learned of that withdrawal almost immediately.  (AR007120.) 

Simply put, the Ione Band always faced—and acknowledged—the prospect that the ILD 

might be changed, withdrawn, or overturned at any time prior to final agency action being taken.  

Under such circumstances, any action that the Band took “in reliance” on the ILD was at its own 

peril, and any claim of reliance is thus wholly unjustified as a rationale for grandfathering an ILD 

that is otherwise inconsistent with Congress’s recognized intention in adopting IGRA. 

WRT Energy Corp. v. FERC, 107 F.3d 314, 321 (5th Cir. 1997), is instructive here. In that 

case, Petitioner energy corporation sought to install new technology for extracting natural gas from 

five of its natural gas wells and due to the increased risk associated with this new technology, 

petitioner applied for special treatment under the Natural Gas Policy Act, 15 U.S.C.S. § 3317, 

which provided incentives to the producers of high-cost natural gas produced from geopressured 

brine.  There is a two-step process for deciding whether natural gas qualifies as “high-cost.” 15 

U.S.C. § 3317(c). First, the appropriate state or federal agency makes a determination; next, the 

FERC makes the conclusive determination, reviewing the earlier determination for substantial 

evidence. 15 U.S.C. § 3413(b)(1)(A). The FERC's determination is reviewable in a United States 

Court of Appeals. 15 U.S.C. § 3413(b)(4)(B). 

In WRT Energy Corp., the Louisiana Office of Conservation issued a determination that the 

first well qualified as producing high-cost natural gas.  In apparent “reliance” on the LOC 

determination, and while the issue was pending with FERC, WRT installed the same technology on 

the other four wells.  FERC subsequently reversed the LOC’s determination.  In rejecting WRT’s 

challenge to the FERC determination, the Fifth Circuit stated, “we note that WRT apparently relied, 

perhaps imprudently, on the affirmative LOC determination as to the first well when it 

subsequently installed the new technology on its other four wells, prior to receiving a final 

determination from the FERC as to that first well.”  Id. at 321.  In the process, the Court rejected a 

claim by WRT that the FERC’s ruling was impermissibly retroactive in light of its reliance.  Id. 

In sum, the ROD’s determination that the Ione Band may acquire land for gaming purposes 
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under the “restored tribe” exception rests on an ILD that is inconsistent with the Secretary’s own 

regulations, and the Department’s attempt to “grandfather in” that ILD was arbitrary and capricious. 

B. Under Carcieri v. Salazar, The Ione Band Is Not Eligible To Have Lands Taken 
Into Trust Under The Indian Reorganization Act. 

The Secretary’s authority to take land into trust on behalf of Indian tribes and Indians is 

found in the Indian Reorganization Act, specifically 25 U.S.C. § 465. Section 19 of the IRA 

defines the terms “Indian” and “tribe.”  In Carcieri v. Salazar, 555 U.S. 379, 129 S. Ct. 1058, 172 

L. Ed. 2d 791 (2009), the U.S. Supreme Court held that Section 19 of the IRA, 25 U.S.C. “§ 

479 limits the Secretary’s authority to taking land into trust for the purpose of providing land to 

members of a tribe that was under federal jurisdiction when the IRA was enacted in June 1934.”  

555 U.S. at 382, 129 S. Ct. at 1061, 172 L. Ed. 2d at 796 (emphasis added).  Thus the Secretary 

may not take land into trust on behalf of Indians who were not members of a tribe that was under 

federal jurisdiction in June 1934; to the extent the Secretary proposes to do so, he exceeds his 

delegated authority, and usurps power that may properly only be exercised by Congress. 

1. The Ione Band was not a distinct “tribal” entity in 1934, and the 
administrative record does not support the conclusion that it was. 

In the first place, the record in this case does not support the ROD’s conclusion that the 

“Ione Band” was a “tribe” in 1934—or indeed, prior to 1970. 

As discussed above, under the express terms of the IRA, a group of Indians could be 

deemed a “tribe” in one of two ways: be an actual “Indian tribe, organized band, [or] pueblo” (i.e., 

one that exercises “inherent sovereign authority over their members and territories”),24 or (2) be a 

group of “Indians residing on one reservation.”25

                                                                 
24 Oklahoma Tax Comm’n, 498 U.S. at 509. 

  Section 18 of the IRA, as originally enacted, 

required the Secretary of Interior to call a special election for each such “tribe” to vote on whether 

to organize itself, and adopt a tribal constitution, under the provisions of the IRA.  June 18, 1934, 

ch. 576, § 18, 48 Stat. 985.  In Amador County, the Jackson Rancheria and Buena Vista Rancheria 

25 The IRA provides, “The term ‘tribe’ wherever used in th[at] Act shall be construed to 
refer to any Indian tribe, organized band, pueblo, or the Indians residing on one reservation.”  June 
18, 1934, ch. 576, § 19, 48 Stat. 985 (now codified at 25 U.S.C. § 479) (emphasis added).   
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did vote to organize under the IRA (SAR20777), but the “Ione Band” held no such election, which 

is strong evidence that no such “tribe” that was “under federal jurisdiction” within the meaning of 

the IRA at the time.  (SAR20754-807.)   

Further evidence of this fact is contained in a letter dated August 15, 1934—only two 

months after the passage of the IRA—from O.H. Lipps (then Superintendent of the Sacramento 

Indian Agency), to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, listing the various Indian communities 

under the “jurisdiction” of the Sacramento Agency (which then included Amador County). 

(SAR020754-58.)  The stated purpose of that letter was to respond to a request for information 

from the Commissioner about Indian communities within the Sacramento Agency’s jurisdiction, 

for the very purpose of facilitating the Secretarial elections mandated by the “Wheeler-Howard 

bill.”  (SAR020755.)26

In his August 1934 letter, Superintendent Lipps specifically stated that as of that date, there 

were only two groups “under this jurisdiction who have organized tribal or group councils”—i.e., 

that were “Indian tribes” or “organized bands” falling within the first prong of the IRA’s definition 

of “tribe”: the Tule River and Fort Bidwell Indians.  (SAR020705.)  Consequently, for the Ione 

Band to have been a “tribe” within the meaning of the IRA, it would have been necessary for the 

Band to be “the Indians residing on one reservation.” To that end, Superintendent Lipps’ letter 

continued, “There is enclosed herewith, in triplicate, a list of the various rancherias under this 

Agency, given name of each, county in which located, size of tract and population.  [¶]  None of 

these groups have any form of tribal government or community organization, each member acting 

for himself.”  (Id.)  In Amador County, this second list includes only the Buena Vista and Jackson 

Rancherias.  There is, again, no mention whatsoever of an “Ione Band.”  (SAR020756.) 

   

Further corroborating the lack of a “tribal” structure is a letter from Harold Burris’s 

lawyer27

                                                                 
26 The “Wheeler-Howard Act” was the IRA. Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535, 537 (1974). 

 to the Secretary of Interior in 1994, summarizing the history of the “Ione Band,” and 

27 At the time of that letter, and “since 1973, the Bureau of Indian Affairs ha[d] recognized 
Mr. Harold E. Burris as the Tribal Chairman of the Ione Band of Indians.”  (AR001127 [July 13, 
1994, Memo from Ada Deer to Sacramento Area Director].)  Thus, his express declarations that no 
“tribe” had existed prior to 1970 carry particular weight. 
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noting that, “Although the factions had never acted as a tribe, in 1970 they agreed to call 

themselves by this name and, in fact, elected Harold, Sr. the Chairman of the lone Band of Indians 

for the purpose of leading the quiet title litigation and, later, executing ground leases with members 

who occupied or desired to erect homes on either side of the centerline fence.”  (AR001100.) 

In the same vein, during the aforementioned 1991 Ione Band litigation in this Court before 

Judge Karlton, the federal government itself submitted a key declaration from Michael Lawson, 

Ph.D., an historian in the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Branch of Acknowledgement and Research. 

(SAR020823-900.)  The BAR is the administrative department responsible for researching the 

historical bases for claims of federal tribal recognition.  (SAR020824.)28

Moreover, a close review of the record shows that, historically, the members of what is now 

the “Ione Band of Miwok Indians” were actually part of the modern-day Buena Vista Rancheria 

and/or Jackson Valley Rancheria tribes, rather than a separate and distinct tribal entity in its own 

right. 

  Likewise, Dr. Lawson 

expressly stated that “According to BAR records, the United States has never extended federal 

recognition to the Ione Band of Miwok Indians as an Indian tribe.”  (SAR020824 [emphasis 

added].) 

Early BIA documents and correspondence refer to these groups interchangeably.  (See, e.g., 

AR000107, AR000132, AR000137, AR000145, AR000862-66, AR000944, AR000959.)  The 

1915 Terrell Census groups them all together; it is entitled a “Census of Ione and vicinity Indians.”  

(AR003490.)  The Terrell Census lists Charlie Maximo as the “recently elected Chief of the band,” 

but it also lists 10 Indians “At Jackson belonging to the Ione Band” and another 29 Indians “At 

Richey[29

                                                                 
28 See Muwekma Ohlone Tribe v. Salazar, 708 F.3d 209, 218 (D.C. Cir. 2013). 

] belonging to the Ione Band.” (AR000073, AR000961, AR003490 [submitted by Ione 

Band’s ethnohistorian].)  Among this latter group “At Richey” are listed John Oliver, Casus Oliver, 

and Lucy & Joseph Oliver, from whom the Buena Vista Rancheria claim descent.  (AR000919, 

AR000878, AR004093-94, AR003966; see also Amador County v. Salazar, 640 F.3d 373, 375 

(D.C. Cir. 2011) [Buena Vista Rancheria terminated in 1958 by transfer of title to Louis & Anne 

29 “Richey” is another name for the Buena Vista Rancheria.  (See AR000886, AR003543.) 
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Oliver]; AR004086 [Louis Oliver was son of Casus Oliver].)  Tellingly, much of the 

correspondence that Agent Terrell had with actual Indians regarding the attempted land purchase on 

which the ROD relies (at least insofar as that correspondence is contained in the administrative 

record) is with the Olivers (see AR000132, 000137, 000180, 000186).    

Consistent with this fact, there was a long period during the late-1980s and early-1990s, in 

which Nick Villa and the other leading advocates of tribal recognition expressly acknowledged 

their ties to the Buena Vista Miwok and the Jackson Rancheria, even going to so far as to explicitly 

state “A review of Department [sic] of Interior records indicates that in 1916 the Department of 

Interior considered the Ione Indians and Buena Vista Rancheria to be one in the same.”  

(AR000973; see also AR000842, AR000847, AR000874, AR000882-000974, AR000995, 

AR001107.) 

Indeed, even the Ione Band’s own 2005 submission in support of their ILD request—which 

was submitted prior to the decision in Carcieri, and which therefore felt no need to shade the 

record as to the Band’s status in 1934—acknowledges that historically the Ione Band was not 

separate from the present-day Jackson Valley Rancheria and Buena Vista Rancheria (“Richey”) 

groups. For example, the Band submitted a tribal history prepared by Glen Villa, Sr,. which 

expressly acknowledged, “Buena Vista Rancheria, a 70 acre parcel of land 4 miles south of Ione, 

was purchased for the Ione Band.  Some of the people identified on the 1915 census already lived at 

this site which was an old Indian village called Upusuni.” (AR003972.)  That Villa history further 

stated that that it was common for the population of Miwok tribes to be “divided between several 

settlements consisting of a few households more or less connected by blood, but there was also a 

site that was regarded as the principal one inhabited.”  (AR003974.)  The leader of that main 

village was regarded as “the overall leader of the area,” however.  (Id.)  The history further reflects 

that Charlie Maximo, whom that history and the Terrell Census identified as the “chief” of the 

band, “[m]oved to Jackson Valley Rancheria” in 1895 (AR003976). Villa claims that Maximo’s 

rival to be elected “chief” (or “spokesman”) was John Powell (AR003972), whom the 1905 Kelsey 

census and the 1915 Terrell census both identified as living at Buena Vista/Richey.  (AR000073, 

AR003775.)  And an analysis of the Terrell Census, also submitted by the Band, shows that 
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“Chief” Charlie Maximo was buried at the Buena Vista Rancheria. (AR004082.)  

In fact, even the ethnohistorical report prepared on behalf of the Ione Band and submitted 

by the Band in support of its ILD request expressly states, “Terrell was impressed with the needs of 

the Ione group, and with the assistance of Captain Charlie Maximo, assembled a list of 101 

individuals of the Ione Band in May 1915 (Figure 4).  Terrell’s Census enumerated 29 people in or 

near Richey (Buena Vista), and ten people with ties to the Ione area at Jackson and 63 living near 

[the City of] Ione. … Terrell notes that these people are of the same band…”  (AR003547.) 

All this is consistent with the federal government’s action in not inviting the “Ione Band”  

to organize under the IRA in 1934.  At that time, the Secretary treated the Indians on the two land 

bases that were under federal supervision—the Jackson Rancheria and the Buena Vista 

Rancheria—as the “tribes” in Amador County (per the definition of the IRA) that were “under 

federal jurisdiction” at that time.  Because the remaining Indians were not a distinct tribal entity 

from those that were “organized” under the IRA, they were not a separate “tribe” that was “under 

federal jurisdiction.” 

2. The ROD itself acknowledges that the unsuccessful land purchase efforts 
of the federal government do not, standing alone, establish that the 
“Ione Band” was under federal jurisdiction in 1934. 

Even if the Ione Band did have a tribal structure (which it did not), that fact still does not 

mean that the Band had a government-to-government relationship with the federal government in 

1934.  As the United States noted in its reply brief in the Ione Band Litigation, “There are a 

number of such tribes who are known to the federal government to exist in some form, but with 

which there is no federal relationship. . . . The government submits that there are undoubtedly 

tribal groups indigenous to California. . . . that have never come under the government’s 

supervision within the context of ‘federal recognition.’”  (AR000760-62 [emphasis added].) 

Likewise, as Hazel E. Elbert, Deputy to the Assistant Secretary – Indian Affairs (Tribal 

Services), explained to Senator Cranston in 1990: 

The California land purchase program was aimed at buying acreage for miscellaneous, 
landless Indians, whether or not they then existed as part of a tribal entity or had previously 
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been federally recognized. The purchase of land for these Indians did not, in and of itself, 
prove or establish the existence of a government-to-government relationship between an 
Indian tribe and the United States. 

 (AR000645 [emphasis added].) 

The ROD itself flatly acknowledges that “[t]he actions of the Department in furtherance of 

its efforts to acquire land for the Indians at Ione are not conclusive as to the Tribe’s recognized 

tribal status.”  (AR010102.)  Likewise, the 2006 Indian Lands Determination properly recognized 

that the “actions of the Department in furtherance of its efforts to acquire land for the Indians at 

lone are not conclusive as to the Band’s recognized tribal status. Throughout California in the early 

part of the Twentieth Century, the Department attempted to purchase land wherever it could for 

landless California Indians without regard to the possible tribal affiliation of the members of the 

group” (AR005072 [emphasis added].) 

3. Neither the Louis Bruce letter nor the Ada Deer letter can convert the 
unsuccessful land purchase efforts into a proper basis for concluding 
the Ione Band was under federal jurisdiction in 1934. 

Despite the foregoing admissions that the land purchase efforts do not suffice to establish 

recognition, the ROD concludes that the Ione Band was a recognized tribe because Louis Bruce and 

Ada Deer stated that the Band was “evidently” recognized, based on the very same unsuccessful 

land purchases that the ROD concludes are insufficient, standing on their own, to demonstrate 

recognition.  Those two arbitrary letters do not turn lead into gold.  An administrative agency’s 

“abandonment of its own established procedure and its lack of reasoned analysis on the record 

constitute arbitrary and capricious agency action in violation of the law.”  D&F Afonso Realty Trust 

v. Garvey, 216 F.3d 1191, 1197 (D.C. Cir. 2000); see also Rochester-Genesee Reg'l Transp. Auth. 

v. Hynes-Cherin, 531 F. Supp. 2d 494, 516 (W.D.N.Y. 2008) (“failure to provide a ‘reasoned 

explanation’ for [agency’s] apparent ‘flip-flop’ warrants a finding that [agency]'s actions were 

arbitrary and capricious and that they cannot stand).  As set forth above, however, the 

administrative record amply demonstrates that both the Bruce letter and the Deer letter departed 

from well-established agency procedures and ignored the criteria relevant to their determinations.   

In the case of Louis Bruce, he had the assessment processed through Real Estate Services 
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rather than Tribal Services, and he failed to consider the “Cohen criteria,” which were the criteria 

that the Bureau applied to requests for tribal recognition from the time the IRA was enacted until 

the Part 83 regulations were adopted in 1978.  (See, e.g., AR000678, AR000784.)  The record 

shows that the decision was regarded as an “administrative anomaly” when it was made; that it was 

widely disputed within the Bureau; and that it was never put into effect as a result.  And in fact, as 

the federal government pointed out in its pleadings in the Ione Band Litigation, the fact that Louis 

Bruce stated that “Federal recognition was evidently extended to the Ione Band of Indians at the 

time that the Ione land purchase was contemplated” (emphasis added) indicates that Mr. Bruce 

himself “was not entirely convinced that the Ione Band was federally recognized[.]”  (AR000697.) 

In the case of Ada Deer, the record shows that, apparently due to political pressure, she 

ignored the regulatory process that the Bureau had previously contended—and this Court had 

previously held—were the only mechanism by which a tribe could gain federal recognition.  Her 

failure to comply with those regulations, standing alone, was an abuse of discretion, because “An 

agency is bound by its regulations so long as they remain operative…”  Romeiro De Silva v. 

Smith, 773 F.2d 1021, 1025 (9th Cir. 1985); see also Ariz. Grocery Co. v. Atchison, T. & S.F.R. 

Co., 284 U.S. 370, 389, 52 S. Ct. 183, 186, 76 L. Ed. 348, 356 (1932).  Moreover, Ms. Deer 

changed the agency’s position without any explanation for her abrupt about-face; she bypassed the 

customary system “program review and surname,” and apparently did not distribute copies for 

review in advance.  (AR001057.) 

Simply put, reliance on those two arbitrary, capricious and lawless actions as support for the 

ROD is itself arbitrary, capricious and lawless. 

4. Even if it was a distinct tribal entity (which it was not), the failure of the 
Federal Government to actually acquire land on behalf of the “Ione 
Band” means it was not “under federal jurisdiction” in 1934. 

Additionally, even if a “tribe” was “recognized” by the federal government in 1934, that 

does not mean that the tribe was “under federal jurisdiction” at that time.  An “Indian tribe” for 

whom the Secretary may take land into trust under the IRA, must be “all persons of Indian descent 

who are members of any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal jurisdiction, and all persons 

who are descendants of such members who were, on June 1, 1934, residing within the present 
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boundaries of any Indian reservation…”  25 U.S.C. § 479 (emphasis added).  In other words, the 

statute requires that a tribe be both “recognized” and “under federal jurisdiction.”  Stand Up for 

California! v. United States DOI, 919 F. Supp. 2d 51, 69-70 (D.D.C. 2013). 

Again, the refusal of the Secretary to have the “Ione Band” vote on organization under the 

IRA in 1934 is persuasive evidence that no such band was “under federal jurisdiction” in 1934.  

However, relying on language in Justice Breyer’s concurrence in Carcieri (writing only for himself, 

as opposed to the majority’s opinion), the ROD adopts the incongruous position that a tribe could 

be “under federal jurisdiction” in 1934 even though the federal government did not believe that it 

was at the time.  As examples, Justice Breyer identified several examples in which “a 1934 

relationship between the Tribe and Federal Government that could be described as jurisdictional, 

for example, a treaty with the United States (in effect in 1934), a (pre-1934) congressional 

appropriation, or enrollment (as of 1934) with the Indian Office.”  555 U.S. at 399, 129 S. Ct. at 

1070, 172 L. Ed. 2d at 806 (Breyer, J., concurring).  But there is no evidence of any such 

relationship here.  The “Ione Band” was not a party to any treaty in effect in 1934.  It was not the 

subject of any pre-1934 congressional appropriation (the appropriations under which the Arroyo 

Seco land was proposed to be purchased were simply generic statutes providing for the purchase of 

land for “landless” California Indians, rather than for the Ione Band as such).  And there is no 

evidence that its members were enrolled with the Indian office. In fact, except for the proposed land 

purchase, “[t]here was never any expectation that any further relationship or further services would 

develop out of the government’s efforts to buy the land for [the residents of the Arroyo Seco 

property].”  (SAR020905 [Decl. of Harold Burris].) 

As for the abortive land purchase efforts, Hazel Elbert of the Department advised the group 

in 1990 that “Even if the Bureau had been successful in its attempt to purchase land, this may not 

have constituted Federal recognition of the Ione Band as an Indian tribe.”  (AR000650.) But of 

course, the fact is that those efforts were unsuccessful.  The federal courts have long recognized 

that historically—at least until the enactment of 25 U.S.C. § 1151 in 1948 (14 years after the 

IRA)—the concept of federal jurisdiction was inseparable from ownership of the land.  Yankton 

Sioux Tribe v. Podhradsky, 606 F.3d 994, 1007 (8th Cir. 2010) (“Section 1151(a) thus separates the 
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concept of jurisdiction from the concept of ownership.”); 1-15 Cohen’s Handbook of Federal 

Indian Law § 15.07 (2012) (“Taking land into trust shields the land from involuntary loss, and, if 

the land is located outside an existing Indian reservation, establishes it as Indian country with all 

the jurisdictional consequences attaching to that status.” (emphasis added)).  Perhaps most 

tellingly, the courts have also held that land taken into trust by the federal government under 

Section 5 of the IRA itself “is effectively removed from state jurisdiction.”  Yankton Sioux Tribe, 

606 F.3d at 1011.  Notably, the State of California and the County of Amador have—at all relevant 

times—exercised jurisdiction over the 40 acres that the Federal Government sought to acquire.  

(AR000621, AR001148, AR001153, AR001159-001169, AR001171-001174.) 

Had the federal government consummated the proposed purchase of land, that might have 

qualified as “under federal jurisdiction” (assuming, again, that there was an actual “tribe” and not 

just a disparate group of landless Indians), though even that is not certain.  However, on this record, 

the most that can be said is that the federal government arguably proposed to take the Indians on 

the Arroyo Seco property under federal jurisdiction, but failed to do so, because it never obtained 

title to the land. 

C. The Government Is Judicially Estopped, And The Ione Band Is Collaterally 
Estopped, From Arguing That The Band Was Recognized Prior To 1991. 

The government cannot play fast and loose with the court, taking a position in one case and 

the exact opposition position in another. Such conduct threatens the integrity of the court system 

and undermines the people’s confidence in the judicial process. The government unequivocally 

took the position in 1991 in the Ione Band Litigation that the Ione Band had never been recognized 

as a “tribe” within the meaning of the IRA; that the Bruce letter did not alter that fact; and that the 

only lawful way for the Ione Band to gain federal “recognition” was to proceed through the Part 83 

federal acknowledgement regulations adopted by the Secretary in 1978 (25 C.F.R. §§ 83.1-83.11).  

Having previously taken that position in the Ione Band Litigation, the government is judicially 

estopped from taking the opposite position now. 

The doctrine of judicial estoppel, sometimes referred to as the doctrine of preclusion of 
inconsistent positions, is invoked to prevent a party from changing its position over the 
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course of judicial proceedings when such positional changes have an adverse impact on the 
judicial process. See 1B Moore's Federal Practice para..405[8], at 238-42 (2d Ed. 1988). 
'The policies underlying preclusion of inconsistent positions are "general consideration[s] of 
the orderly administration of justice and regard for the dignity of judicial proceedings."' 
Arizona v. Shamrock Foods Co., 729 F.2d 1208, 1215 (9th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 469 
U.S. 1197, 83 L. Ed. 2d 982, 105 S. Ct. 980 (1985) (citations omitted). Judicial estoppel is 
‘intended to protect against a litigant playing “fast and loose with the courts.’” Rockwell 
International Corp. v. Hanford Atomic Metal Trades Council, 851 F.2d 1208, 1210 (9th 
Cir. 1988) (citations omitted). Because it is intended to protect the integrity of the judicial 
process, it is an equitable doctrine invoked by a court at its discretion. . . . Judicial estoppel 
is most commonly applied to bar a party from making a factual assertion in a legal 
proceeding which directly contradicts an earlier assertion made in the same proceeding or a 
prior one. See generally Note, Judicial Estoppel: The Refurbishing of a Judicial Shield, 55 
Geo.Wash.L.Rev. 409, 410-12 (1987); Comment, Precluding Inconsistent Statements: The 
Doctrine of Judicial Estoppel, 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 1244 (1986). 

Russell v. Rolfs, 893 F.2d 1033, 1037 (9th. Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 115 L. Ed. 2d 1078, 111 S. Ct. 

2915 (1991) (quoting Religious Technology Center v. Scott, 869 F.2d 1306, 1311 (9th Cir. 1989) 

(Hall, J., dissenting)).  See also New Hampshire v. Maine, 532 U.S. 742, 749, 121 S. Ct. 1808, 149 

L. Ed. 2d 968 (2001)). 

This doctrine applies to Indian tribes, see Oneida Indian Nation v. Madison County, 665 

F.3d 408, 425 (2d Cir. 2011) (Oneida Nation judicially estopped from revoking waiver of 

immunity), and to the Federal Government.  See, e.g., United States v. Liquidators of European 

Fed. Credit Bank, 630 F.3d 1139, 1148 (9th Cir. 2011) (applying doctrine to federal government); 

Kern v. United States Bureau of Land Mgmt., 284 F.3d 1062, 1069 (9th Cir. 2002); Northcoast 

Envtl. Ctr. v. Glickman, 136 F.3d 660, 670 (9th Cir. 1998); Salmon River Concerned Citizens v. 

Robertson, 32 F.3d 1346, 1357-58 (9th Cir. 1994); Northern Alaska Environmental Center v. 

Lujan, 961 F.2d 886, 891 (9th Cir. 1992); Fort Hall Landowners Alliance, Inc. v. BIA, 407 F. 

Supp. 2d 1220, 1224-25 (D. Idaho 2006) (judicial estoppel against Bureau of Indian Affairs). 

In determining whether a party is properly subject to judicial estoppel, the Supreme Court 

has identified several general considerations that typically inform the inquiry: (1) whether a party’s 

later position is “clearly inconsistent” with its original position; (2) whether the party has 

successfully persuaded the court of the earlier position; and (3) whether allowing the inconsistent 

position would allow the party to “derive an unfair advantage or impose an unfair detriment on the 
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opposing party if not estopped.’” New Hampshire v. Maine, 532 U.S. at 750, 121 S. Ct. at 1815, 

149 L. Ed. 2d at 978.  See also Swendsen v. Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 

37780, *9-*19 (E.D. Cal. Mar. 21, 2014) (Nunley, J.) (applying doctrine of judicial estoppel)  

However, the Court has further held that these are not inflexible prerequisites, nor is the list 

exhaustive.  Id.  

First of all, in the Ione Band Litigation, the federal government argued strenuously and at 

length that the Band had never before been recognized, and that the Part 83 recognition regulations 

were the exclusive means by which the Ione Band could be recognized by the federal government. 

(See AR000691-000731, AR000738-000767.)  The district court explicitly adopted this position in 

dismissing the suit against the Government: 

Plaintiffs’ argument appears to be that these non-regulatory mechanisms for tribal 
recognition demonstrate that “the Secretary may acknowledge tribal entities outside the 
regulatory process,” . . . and that the court, therefore, should accept jurisdiction over 
plaintiffs’ claims compelling such recognition.  I cannot agree.  Because plaintiffs cannot 
demonstrate that they are entitled to federal recognition by any of the above 
mechanisms [congressional recognition, status as a “treaty tribe,” recognition of 
“Alaska native entities,” and settlement of litigation], and because they have failed to 
exhaust administrative remedies by applying for recognition through the BIA’s 
acknowledgment process, the United States’ motion for summary judgment on these 
claims must be GRANTED. 

(AR007779 [emphasis added]).  The Government took the same position in various other instances 

as well, including in subsequent IBIA proceedings (see AR000813), and in refusing to review a 

“tribal” contract (see AR000807 [“the only administrative option for the group to achieve Federal 

status was through the acknowledgement process set forth in Part 83 …”]). 

Finally, the federal government’s about-face gives it an unfair advantage in this case, and 

correspondingly puts the County at an unfair disadvantage.   First of all, the government has not 

only disavowed its prior litigation position, but it seeks to rely on that very post-litigation flip-flop 

as the entire foundation of its contention that the Ione Band now constitutes a “restored tribe.”  

Absent the government having persuaded this Court in 1991 that the Band was not a “tribe” and 

then arbitrarily taking the exact opposite position now, there would be no basis whatsoever for the 

government’s position that the Band may bypass the two-part test under IGRA (and the protections 
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it gives to local governments like Amador County) and instead implement gaming under the 

“restored lands for a restored tribe” exception. (Though, as discussed below, the County does not 

consider that position well-justified in any event.)  In other words, the government not only seeks to 

be forgiven its about-face; it seeks to affirmatively benefit from the very fact of its reversal—to use 

that flip-flop against the County, as a reason to uphold the ROD. 

Moreover, by taking the position it did in the Ione Band Lawsuit, the federal government 

was able to have itself dismissed from that action.  And it is highly doubtful whether Amador 

County could have filed—would have a sufficiently direct “harm” to give it standing to file—a 

separate lawsuit challenging the Band’s purported “recognition” by Ada Deer, standing alone, prior 

to the time the ROD issued and the government decided that it would take land into trust, thereby 

removing that land from County taxing and regulatory jurisdiction.30

Finally, the County notes that “"judicial estoppel is most commonly applied to bar a party 

from making a factual assertion in a legal proceeding which directly contradicts an earlier assertion 

made in the same proceeding or in a prior one." Russell, 893 F.2d at 1037.  The ROD’s position 

directly contradicts the 1992 declaration of Michael Lawson, Ph.D., then head of the Branch of 

Acknowledgment Research, that the Band was never recognized as a tribe.  That declaration was 

submitted to this Court by the federal government. 

  Indeed, the final judgment in 

the Ione Band Lawsuit was in the County’s favor, affirming that—until the Band or federal 

government took action to change that fact—the County was entitled to continue exercising its 

jurisdiction.  (AR001159-68.)  Thus, for nearly 20 years the Band has acted as a “tribe”—despite 

the impropriety of the Ada Deer action—and the County had no means to challenge that 

determination.  Now, the government seeks to rely on the Ada Deer letter to further deprive the 

County of its right to the protections of the two-step process under IGRA. 

Furthermore, the Ione Band itself is bound by the doctrine of collateral estoppel (or res 

                                                                 
30 See, e.g., Muwekma Ohlone Tribe v. Kempthorne, 452 F. Supp. 2d 105, 113 (D.D.C. 

2006) (other tribe lacked standing to challenge Ione Band’s failure to proceed through Part 83 
process—citing federal government’s briefs); Big Lagoon Rancheria v. California, 741 F.3d 1032, 
1042-1043 (9th Cir. Jan. 21, 2014) (expressing doubts as to State of California’s standing to 
challenge prior trust lands decision).   
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judicata), because it litigated that issue and lost.  The doctrine of res judicata protects “litigants 

from the burden of relitigating an identical issue” and promotes “judicial economy by preventing 

needless litigation.”   Parklane Hosiery Co. v. Shore, 439 U.S. 322, 326, 99 S. Ct. 645, 58 L. Ed. 

2d 552 (1979). The court bars a claim where there is an identity of claims, a final judgment on the 

merits, and privity between parties. See Mpoyo v. Litton Electro-Optical Sys., 430 F.3d 985, 987 

(9th Cir. 2005). An identity of claims exists if the two actions arise out of the “same transactional 

nucleus of facts.” Burlington N. Santa Fe R.R. v. Assiniboine & Sioux Tribes, 323 F.3d 767, 770 

(9th Cir. 2003).  Res judicata applies to Indian tribes, just as it does to anyone else. United States ex 

rel. Robinson Rancheria Citizens Council v. Borneo, Inc., 971 F.2d 244 (9th Cir. 1992).  All of the 

requirements for res judicata are present here.  The Ione Band unsuccessfully claimed that it was a 

federally-recognized Indian “tribe” by virtue of the federal government’s past land purchases and 

the Louis Bruce letter, and that it was not required to proceed through the Part 83 regulations.  That 

certainly qualifies as the “same transactional nucleus of facts.”  There was a judgment on the 

merits, in favor of the federal government and the County of Amador, based on the Court’s 

conclusion that no tribe then existed.  (AR001159-68, AR007763-88.)  And all the parties to this 

litigation were parties to the earlier litigation. 

D. The Federal Government’s Determination That the Ione Band Is a “Restored” 
Tribe Constitutes an Abuse of Discretion and Is Arbitrary, Capricious and 
Contrary to Law, Because Even If The Ione Band Was Recognized In 1934, (1) 
It Was Never Terminated, and (2) It Was Never Lawfully Restored. 

  The conclusion reached by the ROD that the Plymouth Parcels constitute the “restored 

lands of a restored tribe” entirely fails to consider an important aspect of the problem, runs counter 

to the evidence that was before the Department, and/or is so implausible that it cannot be attributed 

to a difference in view, or explained as the product of agency expertise. 

As set forth in great detail above, the United States took the position in the Ione Band 

Litigation, and in its briefing to the President, and the Interior Board of Indian Appeals held, that 

the Band was never federally-recognized, and that the Bruce letter did not alter that fact. The facts 
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presented to the Department by the County bear that conclusion out.31

However, even assuming arguendo that the Band had been federally-recognized, the 

government’s position in the Ione Band Litigation cannot be interpreted as the equivalent of 

“termination.”  As the ROD itself states, “only Congress can terminate” an Indian tribe’s status as a 

recognized tribe.  (AR010105 [citing United States v. Lara, 541 U.S. 193, 200 (2004)].) 

  Because the Band was 

never federally-recognized, it could not be “terminated” and then “restored.” 

Moreover, even assuming arguendo that the Band had been recognized and then terminated, 

Ada Deer’s 1994 letter could not lawfully “restore” the Band to federal recognition.  As the federal 

government argued, and this Court held, in the Ione Band Litigation, the only lawful means by 

which the Ione Band could be federally-acknowledged was by proceeding through the 

Acknowledgement Regulations, which it never did.  Having previously taken that position in the 

Ione Band Litigation, the government is judicially estopped from taking the opposite position in 

this litigation.  Moreover, Ms. Deer’s informal decision—which proceeded outside the normal 

regulatory process, and which never considered the criteria applicable to a “recognition” decision, 

was itself ultra vires, arbitrary and capricious and cannot provide a “reasoned” basis for the ROD’s 

determination in this case. 

V. CONCLUSION. 

For the foregoing reasons, the ROD is arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, and 

contrary to law.  Enforcement of the ROD should, therefore, be enjoined. 
 
Dated:  May 1, 2014    NIELSEN MERKSAMER 
             PARRINELLO GROSS & LEONI LLP 
      By: /s/ Christopher E. Skinnell   
       James R. Parrinello 
       Cathy A. Christian 
       Christopher E. Skinnell 

 Attorneys for Plaintiff  
 AMADOR COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 

                                                                 
31 Neither the Artman Memorandum, which the ROD adopts and incorporates, nor the ROD 

itself, mention any of the evidence submitted by the County to the NIGC. 
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